Fire System Solutions

- Schools & Campuses
- Houses of Worship
- Retail
- Offices
- Apartments/Co-ops/Condominiums
- High-Rise Buildings
- Manufacturing
- Construction Projects
- Sprinkler System Monitoring
- High-Rise Evacuation
- Fire Watch Mitigation

NAPCO
COMMERCIAL GRADE

Fire System Solutions
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless
COMMERCIAL GRADE

NAPCO Commercial Firewolf 24V Fire System Solutions Available in 32, 128 and 255 Point

Flexible for All Budgets & Applications
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless

Addressable, conventional &/or commercial wireless, 32pts. Model GEMC-FW-32KT

• All onboard! 2 NAC circuits for 4Amps of notification power, dual DACT & Horn/Strobe Synch Modules
• New Quick Start Fire-Only Programming Template, Device Discovery & Auto ID by Loop plus Fast Track Diagnostics get system up online faster and flawlessly every time
• Supports wireless fire devices for huge savings & simultaneously supports 12V conventional devices for retrofits!
• NFPA72 9th Ed, UL 864 9th Ed., CFM, NY FD, etc.

Complete with Custom Alpha GEMC-FK1 Fire Annunciator!

Save on Labor Costs with UL Commercial Wireless Fire & Win More Commercial Account Bids

For Firewolf Fire Systems (and GEMC-Series Integrated Systems with Intrusion)

Cut time & wire, with Commercial Wireless used amidst any NAPCO Commercial Fire or Integrated System, with addressable and conventional devices. Ideal for Merchantile applications.

• GEMCREVC - Wireless 255 point RF Receiver
• GEMCWLSMK - Wireless Smoke, Photoelectric
• GEMCWLHEAT - Wireless Heat, 135 Degrees F
• GEMCWLWD2 - Wireless Input module
• GEMCWLPIR - Wireless 50’ PIR
• GEMCWLGB - Wireless Glassbreak
• GEMCWLD2T - Wireless 40’ Dual Technology Motion Detector
• GEMCWLCO - Wireless Carbon Monoxide Detector
Firewolf 32pt Conventional Fire System Solutions

Flexible for All Budgets & Applications
Addressable • Conventional • Commercial Wireless

Ideal for Sprinkler/Waterflow
Model GEMC-FW-32CNVKT

- 24V Panel, 32 Points, 2 NAC circuits with 4Amps of Notification Power; Onboard horn/strobe synch; Dual DACT, 2 serial ports
- 8ea. 2-wire fire input zones, expandable to 32 via conventional, addressable and/or wireless
- Includes Menu-Driven Fire Annunciator, mounts anywhere on bus

Network & Wireless Communication Options

Internet/Intranet Module for Local Alarm Reporting
- Speeds Response for Added Life Safety
- Saves on Phone Lines/Charges
- Merchantile Applications

NetLink Module, Model GEMC-NLMOD, not shown.

StarLink Universal Sole Path Fire Cellular Communicators, for any 12V-24V FACP
- Universal CDMA Network full event cellular reporting from any panel brand, virtually anywhere.
- For use with all 12V-24V control panels and FACPs that communicate using Contact ID/4/2.
- Easiest 4-Wire Installation & Activation - Just Enter a Radio ID, Dialer Capture completes all (no entering phones nos., formats, account nos.)
- Reports to any Central Station via GSM 3/4G or CDMA (Verizon Network Certified) Models SLE-GSM-FIRE & SLE-CDMA-FIRE, respectively

Merchantile Model SLECDMA-CFB, shown above
StarLink is also available in merchantile version with provision for battery backup - or - with power supply, Model SLECDMA-CFB-PS
NAPCO Commercial GEMC Integrated System Solutions for Fire/Intrusion/Access
Flexible for All Budgets & Applications

Optionally Add On Intrusion &/or Modular Access Control
Model GEMCCOMBO128KT - 128 Pts Addressable, Conventional & Wireless for any combination of fire and/or optional intrusion devices

- Comprehensive Code Compliance - NFPA72 9th Ed, UL 864 9th Ed., SIA – with 100% Pre-isolated fire and intrusion circuits
- 24V Panel, 7A Power Supply. 128pts addressable, wireless or conventional devices, 8 areas, 4 onboard NACs with onboard horn/ strobe sync, dual DACT
- Large Rugged Locking, Red Enclosure, flush or surface mount. Holds 32Ah batteries. (Burglary Keypad GEMC-BK1 purchased separately.)

Full Submittal Sheets & CSI Specs Available Online
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